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What Flanders is doing – inter-federal agreement

IMKL 2.3

Re-use of “the model” in all Belgian government levels

Same model, same processes, “model tranquility”, same tooling?
What Flanders is doing – Group of 6

Netherlands, Danmark, Sweden, Finland, Norway, Flanders

International meeting, BXL, 31/01-1/2 2018
sharing knowledge and experiences, testimonials from construction and utility sector

Next event...
When INSPIRE goes underground

the underground scene: subsurface INSPIRE applications

Antwerp, 20.09.2018, 9AM CET

What Flanders is planning

Prepare project proposal to KLIP Steerco

Mapping project:
1. Utility information → IMKL → MUDDI
2. Utility information → MUDDI → PMKL → KLIP viewer!

Partners: Construction sector, utility sector, Flemish KLIP service integrators and other interested partners

Goals: feasibility, gap analyses, advice to KLIP project steerco